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Seniors Of The
Week:, J. Shay,

University Hosts Conference

T. Lautenbacli

Inter-American Affairs Treated

by Ed Edelmann
Terry Lautenbach's name is so
familiar to everyone on campus
that he scarecly needs an introduction. His lists of achievements
here' at Xavier is so long that
Who's Who in American· Colleges
will have to design new type to
fit everything in. When Terry
came he initiated C 1 a-s s
Dances here at
Xavier. He has
edited the _student directory
for three years,
been a .counselLautenbach
lor at Operation Youth for the same time,
and served on the Homecoming
Committee for four years. He has
been a class officer for · all four
years: President, three times and
vice-president in his sophomore
year. In that year he also was
Treasurer of Student Council.
But besides being a campus
politician of rare acumen and a
continuous committeeman, Terry
finds time to act as one of the
Enquirer's district circulation
managers, and coach a group .lf
ten year old neighborhood kids
year round in football, basketball and baseball. Even more
surprising is the fact that Terry
has done all this while aiming
for one of Xavier's toughest
degrees, a B.S. in Math-Physics.
While he has been at X, ·Terry
has seen the gradual departure
of the veterans and the consequent lowering of the average
age of the student body. "While
this has had its effects on attitudes and behavior as a whole,
Xavier's leading men are as fine
as those on any campus in my
experience," Terry stated. While
he was here, he also has seen
Student Council grow in stature
and responsibility, and campus
social life an unparalleled height.
One of the things Terry liked
most aibout Xavier was its small
college atmosphere where the
emphasis is an individual rather
than group effort.
Right now the personable
young man in the battle green
coat is at work on the Senior
Class Gift and the Mark of
Distinction. His .plans for the
future include graduate business
school and entrance into the
technical sales field.
'
You can readily see that Terry
is the sort of person who leaves
his mark wherever he goes.
Xavier will lose something without him~ but perhaps the bat·tle
green corduroy coat will become
more than a mark of class distinction-a symbol of undiminished service to the student
body for a period of four years.

Joe Shay
Joe Shay came to Xavier Irom
St. Ignatius in Cleveland. Known
as Shay-ball or The Politician to
his friends, Joe lives in a cablegram lettered room in Brockman
Hall. You see, Joe is Social
Chairman of Student Council and
has ·been corresponding with
Duke Ellington who is now· on
tour in Europe and wh() will be
here in the spring. Joe's biggest
kick he says ,has been working
with the Jazz Club in getting
big names here on campus-like
the Four Freshman and the

by
In presenting the First Conference on Inter-American Affairs
last weekend, Xavier University,
through the Institutes of Hispanic
Studies and of Business Services,
has given Cincinnati, the Ohio
valley, and, indeed, the major
part of the Midwest, its first
authoritative view of Latin America and its vital importance to the
United States.
Certainly the term of "importance'' Is accurate, if one is to
judge the value of the conference
by the persons who found It
necessary or profitable to attend.
Participants in the conference
were impressive to the point of
overwhelming: representatives of
the United States Commerce and
State Departments, and of the
Pan American Union-all from
Washington; consuls, ambassadors
and counsellors from Mexico,
Cuba, Ecuador, 'Honduras, the
Dominican Republic; authorities
on commerce and trade, science
and technology, and on contentporary civilization and - culture;
doctors and heads of departments
from Xavier, Miami, and Cincinnati Universities.
The theme of the Inter-American Conference-the Un i t e d
States and Latin America · Look
at Each Other: The Present and
the Future-was handled in three
phases. Commerce and 'trade, perhaps the most important phase,
devoted itself to the respective
roles of our government and of

Registration
Bulletin
Freshmen and Sophomores will
complete their pre-registration
during the regular class periods
of the First and Second Year
Basic Military Science courses on
Nov. 17 and 18, 1958.
To do this, each Freshman and
sophomore must pre-register FOR
EXACTLY THE SAME TIME
SCHEDULE HE JS FOLLOWING THIS SEMESTER. Teachers
will give all necessary instructions in cla5S on Nev. l'1 and 18.
coming Ellington.
While keeping up his quality
point, Joe has found time to be
president of
the IAG (last
year), on the
Dorm Council
for his first and
second y e a r ,
and chairman
of the float dis·
play at HomeShay
coming.
With his horn rims perched
on his nose, his handful of indexed notebooks, Joe looked the
typical student as he told me
that he thought that Student
Council has really progressed ;n
the last year.
Joe, a Political Science major,
intends to go into public relations and publicity in the film
world after his hitch in the service. He also hints at the possibility of law school.
"To me," said Joe, "Xavier is
people, and they don't come
any better than the fellows here."
The truth of the matter is that
not too many Musketeers come
better than Joe Shay.

Jerry Martin, News Associate Editor
private enterprise in the develop- ranging this conference, Xavier
ment of trade and investment in was ·to provide a very reputable
Latin America, with Xavier's Dr. program through the participaGerald Harriman, Chairman of tion of government, industry,
Business Administration, presid- and education. Lastly, the coning.
ference called to ,the attention of
Science and technology, headed Cincinnati and of this area the
by Dr. D. A. Wells, Chairman of fact that Xavier University ~
the Physics Department at Uni- inte1·ested in much more than
versity of Cincinnati, discussed just clas~room learning.
the engineering developments in
Evidence of the Importance of
the Technical Assistance Program this conference abounds. It was
in Latin America, and the prob- carried on television and radio
lems of public health and of com- by WKRC-TV and WMOH; the
munications.
attendance- of so many persons of
The third phase, that of con- importance attests to the value
temporary civilization and cul- of the conference; in the words
ture, was presided over by the of Theo Crevenna, Deputy DirecHonorary Consul of Mexico, Aria tor of the Pan American Union's
Parke Schawe. The discussion Department of Cultural Affairs,
enclosed contemporary architec- the conference caused the largest
ture in Latin America and the turnout of businessmen he has
influence of North American cul- seen at a Latin-American conferture there, and the role of edu- ence. Among these businessmen
cation in lnter·American under- were numbered presidents and
sta11dlng:. _
business managers of many comAlong with the Inter-American panies-General Electric, Ford,
conference came the fall meeting and Armco, to name some.
of .the American Association of
For those interested, the pro·
Teachers of Spanish and Portu- ceedings of the conference will
guese, Buckeye Chapter. The be published. Looking to the
Chapter's president, Dr. Matias future, it is probable that the
G. Vega of Xavier Universitv, first regular conference will be
presided.
held at Xavier next year, and in
Out of the conference-the first subsequent years the annual conof its kind held in this region- ferences will be held at various
se'vera1··tnings arose. ·The impor- colleges in the Midwest.
tance of La tin America to our
The magnificent reception and
own country, in at least three success of the conference was
phases, was brought to the atten- tarnished by the attendance of
tion of all the Midwest. In nr- but six or seven Xavier students.

Se11iors Offer
Ideas For
Class Gift
by Bob Otto,
News Associate Editor
Tabulations of suggestions for
the Senior Class Gift will be
made Wednesday, Nov. 12, according to Mr. James Sassen of the
Public Relations office.
This week, letters were sent to
all the seniors announcing the
five or six best suggestions for a
gift along with a ballot. Voting
will take place beginning l\'londay, Nov. 10 and Jast until 1:30
p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 12. Ballot boxes will be located in tile
corridor outside of Bellarmine
Chapel and in South Hall.
Kurt Bofinger and Steven
Schultz are co-chairmen of the
class gift committee. The six
division leaders are: Donald
Barnhorst, Charles Bockenstette,
Mi<:hael Mullane, James Foster,
Joseph Gleason, and James Madigan. The division leaders will
each have five district leaders
who will be responsible for the
soliciting.
In regard to the soliciting, the
guiding principle will be one of
"one-hundred per cent participation," rather than HOW MUCH
each senior should give, said Mr.
Sassen.
A kickoff dinner will be held
for the co-chairmen, division and
district leaders in the Blue Room
of Union Hall on Wednesday,
Nov. 12, at 6:30 p.m.

Maj. O'Connor
Joins Faculty

Perry Como Sweater
Senior Distinctive Mark
by George Haas, Student Council

George Haas and Dick O'Donnell, co-chairmen of the
Committee for the Senior Mark of Distinction, announced the
results of the balloting which the seniors held on Oct. 20 and
21. The Perry Como sweater amassed the most votes, although
blazers 'W!ere a close second. The committee respects the
choices of all and thanks everyone who voted. Arrangements
have been made for the purchase
of the sweater since this was the
only logical course of action.
The committee hopes the Senior Class will go along with it in
its decision and cooperate onehundred percent. The sweaters,
charcoal blue, are being made by
College Knitwear Company of
New Haven, Connecticut. It is a
heavy-ribbed knit called BulkyKnit by the manufacturer.
It will be monogrammed for
the seniors by Kramer Embroidery of Cincinnati. The normal
selling price for the sweater is
$11.50, but the Committee has
arranged to purchase the sweater
and have it monogrammed for
approximately $9.25.
The monogram hasn't been
completely decided upon by tne
committee due to a lack of the
seniors' preference. In order to
get some idea of their preference,
the committee wiU have sketches
of various monograms for tne
seniors to see when they place
their orde1·s. There will also be
samples of the sweaters on hand.
According to what seems desired
by the majority, the committee
will then make the final selection
of the monogram.
Jerry Schoen, who la handllnr
orders for the sweaten, bu an·

nounced that orders will be taken
Monday through Friday for the
two weeks beginning Monday,
Nov. 10 and ending Friday, Nov.
21. The orders will be taken at
Nortlt Hall activities room from
10:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily. Seniors placing orders wlll be required to make a deposit of $5.00
on the sweater. The balancP must
be paid upon receipt of the
sweater.
The committee, along with Mr.
Schoen, has worked hard to get
things set up for the Seniors.
They hope that the Seniors will
make it the finest "mark of distinction" ever.

NOTICE
The Pershing Rifles wlll sponsor one of the last Pep Rally
Dances in the Armory tonight.
Two unusual door prizes will
be awarded during the evening.
Each door prize includes: 1) dinner for two at Chico's Restaa·
rant, 3632 Montgomery Road and,
2) tickets for two for "South
Pacific" at the ·valley Theatre in
Rose lawn.
The holders of the two winning
tickets and their dates will be
able to enjoy an expense-free
evenlnr, courtesy of Battery G.
Music wlll be provided by
Clyde Truk's Oroheatn.

l\lajor George M. O'Connor
The military department increased the number of its officers by the addition of Major
George M. O'Connor last week.
The 34 year:..old officer has
recently returned from duty in
Korea with ,the E'irst Corps
Group Artillery, and is now living in Cincinnati with his wife
and three children.
Major O'Connor receved his
commission through the Officer
Candidate School during World
War II. He holds a bachelor's
degree in business administration
from the University of California.

SAVE

YOUR

NEWS!

Save your copy of the Sprlnr
Semester Schedule printed In
next week's issue.
ACCURACY, CARE and COOPERATION in carrying out preregistration is essential.
Anyone who fouls up his preregistration penalizes himself.
-Henry J. Wlrtenber1er, S.I.
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XU Neivs Editorial

Missed Our Boat

At this time, more so than other times of the year, most
of us pause to reflect upon our actions of the past few weeks.
Our academic life, via mid-semester exams, comes under
rather close scrutiny. In effect, we take a close look a1. ourselves in a mental mirror. Our reactions vary in many ways.
Some of us, to quote Mr. Vanek, get sick. Others either don't
have to worry 01; are able to remedy any minor situation which
may have occurred. There are those who either fail to look,
or, upon looking, simply shrug their shoulders and adopt an
indifferent attitude towards everything. These charactfis are
particularly unfortunate. They take an attitude of arn come
to class, do my least, pass, and go home."
This type of student, if he can be called such, is the
weight which burdens every institution and group. He is the
one who complains about a so-called lack oi social events,
an administration which is supposedly unattentive to the
student's welfare, Jtis allegedly lousy teachers, and many,
many more "horrible" injustices which are aimed at him and
his fellow students. This ty1le of man is the one who sits in
South Hall holding lengthy confel'Cnces with everyone who
will listen to him. His to11ics range from the improbable to
the ridiculous. 'l'hese arc the "11scudo-intelligencia" who can
tell Coach Connolly just what he should do, who can arrange
a perfect registration procedure which th«w know Fr. Wirtrn·
berger would gladly follow if he'd only listen, who can im ent
a fool-proof com·se of study for eve1·y de1mrtment, aml wl10
can design a system which would solve all of the problcms of
the Dean of Men and the do1·111 ptiefects.
The peculiar quirk about these individuals is that they
just don't have the time to actively participate in any school
activity. Their time would be better spent in nominal membership in half a dozen activities. Another oddity about this
person is that ne wouldn't think of offering a sensible suggestion for something like a Senior Class Gift. After all, the
students have no actual voice in school affairs. Why should
he lower his dignity? If this self-styled genius were asked to
run for Student Council, he would decline on the grounds that
he is too busy. The list· of ironic quirks which may be attrib·
utecl to him are as long as an epic. It seems unfortunate that
many of us have carelessly allowed ourselves to enter upon
this road in a small manner. The only actual destination of
this trail is a blank wall of confused disinterest. Why start
down such alleys?
We Seniors have chosen our mark of distinction. Now we
must show that we are proud of ourselves, our class and of
our school. It seems rather silly for us to have a mark of
distinction if every member of our class isn't distinguished oy
it. We know full well that this requires a sacrificC?' for most
of us. That sweater can be put to many a wearing before it
will show signs of decay, etc. We men of '59 can be proud of
"''l' class. Let's buy and wear our mark of distinction with
that just pride. We will have reason to be proud if ours is the
first class whose members gave one-hundred percent support
to their emblem.

So we want to start making our million the day we leave
Well, I hope we're not going by boat, because we
missed ours. We missed it last Friday and Saturday when.
only six or seven of us crossed the gangplank to the fir:..;t
Conference on Inter-American Affairs. In lieu of listening to
sarcasms of "Let 'em fight their own revolutions" or the
serious comment of a student who passed by: "What are interAmerican affairs?," note well liow we missed the boat.
The conference was heavily attended by top businessmen
of leading companies, persons who are able to be of immense
assistance to us in one year, or in four, in almost any field
we may wish to enter. Men from Armco, P & G, Ford, First
National, the Enquirer, Shillito's, Scripps-)Ioward, General
Electric-precisely those companies which conduct campus
interviews with the purpose of finding inteJligent employees.
We didn't get our foot in the door this time.
The pu~ose of education is to train leaders, and much as
it may hurt the ideals of some, we'll be a lot farther along
if we learn from those already established, and if we happen
to know those who will become our bosses, than if we pull
that four-point and if we're voted Mr. Popularity of our senior
1
year.
High school students outnumbered Xavier men in multiples. UC, Kent, and Miami were better represented. Why'!
In the name of all that's sensible, let's swallow this apathyto thi:; conference and to almost every event on campus-ancl
show a mite of interest in those things that we stand to gain by.
If we don't, well, have fun. We'll not only miss the boat
again-we won't even be able to swim.

1
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colle~e!

by R. Devereaux Vanek
Editor's Note:
Mr. Vanek has decided to turn
poet this week. We cannot understand him bttt we're sure someone somewhere does.
His friends no longer recognize
The boy that they once knew,
He never does or says the things
He used to say and do.
He combs his hair and cleans hJs
nails
And now he changes socks,
He carries underneath his arm,
Sweet chocolates in a box.
His eyes illume a dark, . dark
room,
A skip becomes his pace,
And in the class or all alone
A blank stare's on his face.
His talk is incoherent
To all the world but him;
His chances now for peace of
mind
Are very, very dim.
He's now become a victim
Of a smiling, pretty face;
Indeed, he's one to pity,
A most disastrous case.
No longer can he study
Or concentrate on books,
She has sunken into him
The things we term as hooks.
It is all his fault though,

He cannot really kick,
No longer sound of mind and
bone,
This boy is really SICK.

A Colleen's
Corner
by Eileen Ryan
Edito1·'s Note:
Tfris week, our colleen relates
some of her rather unpleasant
football experiences. We hope
her hmnorous observations don't
ci·eate the impression that she is
related to Mr. Vanek. She is NOT
crazy.

na•u••H••••••••••••••H•11111H11111e1111111111111111HH•••H•n111111111111111111111111n1111111111111111111••••1n11n._

STAGELIGHTS
by Stafford P. l\looney
Eileen Ryan

It has been often stated and proved that the second year
performance of an individual or group is an indication of its
actual worth and quality. In a sense. the Xavier Masque
Society was entering the second year last weekend with their
production of "The Miser." No dnubt, the highlights of such a
~ucces~ful first. year still burned nessed its three acts, little qucs·
m theu· memories (I refer to last tion could be given to Moliere's
yea1· as a "first yea1·" in the sense ability as a genius of wit-a wit
that th7 Xavier Masque Society so different, yet so refreshing.
undertook an entirely new con· The show was under the direc·
cept of production). Not only did tion of Otto Kvapil whose hallthese vivid moments of triumph mark is perfection. So realistic
remain with the ~ociety them· was the production that, with
selves but also w1th th~ many little imagination, one could easwho viewed their successes. Still, ily be transported to Seventeenth
however, an overly used meta- Century France. The fact that
phor can be applied in this in· Director Kvapil could transform
stant to compare the Masque Moliere's medium to the atmosSociety to a sensational rookie phere of a South Hall, alone
athlete about to enter upon his speaks for his creative genius.
The ·sets and lighting design
second year. The problem: Can
the Star Repeat? Last weekend was performed by Frank McCorthe "star" did repeat and in grand mick in a most clever fashion.
style.
They were utilitarian as well as
The production was Moliere's imaginative. The costumes, han"The Miser" and to all who wit(Continued on Pa1e 8)

I like to laugh. May.be that's
why football is not my favorite
pastime. Football is just .no
laughing matter. Just ask any
guy. Like that one sitting next
to me for instance. He's my date.
Watch his face when I guffaw at
an intercepted pass or giggle at
a pile-up. He's sure that girls
just can't comprehend or appreciate the magnitude of the gridiron. And maybe he's right.
From past experience I've
found that there's not much room
for mirth in the stadium, even
if my date would join me in an
occasional grin. In the first place
there are only two kinds of mistakes to laugh at, ours and theirs.
Now I am always persuaded to
restrain my giggles or guffaws
(as the occasion demands) at
"our" mistakes by some strange
devotion I have developed for
my date's Alma Mater, or by
fear of his strange devotion for
(Continued on Pa1e 8)

Music Stand
by .John Logsdon
Five minutes drive from the
Xavier campus, on Vine Street in
Saint Bernard, is a little club
which has been making a big
noise on the Cincinnati jazz scene
since it was opened this summer.
The spot of Jazz Bohemia; every
Friday an,d Saturday night this
back-room bistro is a mecca for
a college-age crowd who come to
listen to some swinging sounds in
a relaxed atmosphere in a room
populated by others of their same
age .and interests.
I dropped into .Jazz Bohemia
last Friday evening and spent a
few minutes talking to Art Sir·
kin, one of the owners. Art and
Stan Luddeke, the founders of
the club, are two young Cincin·
natians, businessmen by day, who
felt a distinct lack of anyplace in
Cincy for young jazz-lovers to
congregate; unlike others · who
felt the same need, these two
gents took action. The result is
Jazz Bohemia.
"This is not a business," was
one of Art's comments. "We are
trying to provide a nice place for
college . kids to get together and
to promote modern jazz-not
make money. We have to charge
a dollar admission to pay ex·
penses, but we keep the drink
prices low. The dress and atmos·
phere are casual; the music is
good."
Providing this music every
weekend is the BOB MEITUS
QUARTET, a group much influenced by the Brubeckian school
of jazz. Musicians on the week·
ends and students during the
week, the group specializes in
their interpretations of familiar
standards. Meitus, the pianist, is
my favorite; his aggressive, two.
handed style drives the quartet
along. Bob is a UC pre-med stu·
dent. Others in the group are
Gordon Penning, alto, and Howard Bellman, drums-economics
and pre-law students, respectively, at UC-and Bob Browning,
bass, a student at the College.
Conservatory. Guest players regularly sit in: any musician is
always welcome to play at the
Jazz Bohemia.
A new addition to the group
,is Lois Nemzer, another College.
Conservatory student, who applies
a husky, sensitive vocal style to
several tunes each set. I've only
heard Lois once; but from that
hearing I feel safe in predicting
she'll be a favorite at the club
for quite a while. Her 1·eception
s,o far has been tremendous.
The most recent news to issue
from the inner sanctums of 4922
Vine is that Meitus and his group

have just cut a LP called, logically enough; "Sounds from Jazz
Bohemia." In listening to the
record I confirmed my belief that
this group is playing good jazz;
I'd rate this product equal to
many jazz records being sold on
nation-wide labels. The Johnny
Arvin Quartet add a distinctive
flair in their guest vocals on i.he
disc.
Just before I left, Art Sirkin
made this comment: "Quite a
few Xavier students have been
coming to Jazz Bohemia. I've
been impressed by their knowledge of jazz and excellent be·
havior. The doors of our club are
always open to a Xavier student.
They're the kind of customers we
want."
PLATTER PICKS: This week I'd
like to discuss a record which
may not appeal to all my readers,
but will certainly interest those
who are already familiar with
the jazz idiom. The record is
"European Windows" on RCA
Victor. This disc is a selection of
the works of John Lewis, pianist
and music director of .the Modern
Jazz Quartet. A prominent music
critic has said of Lewis: "He may
well be to modern jazz .what
Duke Ellington is to the older
style-its finest musical brain."
The MJQ has been a tremendous
success, both here and abroad,
using a formalized style which
Lewis describes as "economical
and transparent." However, the
limited instrumentation of the
Quartet-piano, vibes, bass and
drums-has been the cause of
criticism of such erudite gentle·
men as Arthur Darack, music
critic of the Enquirer, who has
described limited instrumentation as one of the failings of jazz.
I feel that this record is an
excellent reply to this criticism;
it presents the familiar Lewis
works scored for a symphony·
type orchestra including strings,
flutes, oboes and bassoon, tuba,
harp, etc. The arrangements were
done by Lewis and he conducts
the orchestra, composed mainly
of members of ·the Stuttgart, Ge1·many Symphony. The tunes
eme1·ge as very good music; in·
deed, I feel that these sicores
would fit into a program of con·
temporary A me r i c a n serious
music quite well. Highlight of tile
disc is "England's Carol," a delightful theme and variations on
the popular Christmas carol, "God
Rest Ye, Merry Gentlemen." This
is not just pretty music; it has
the objective . worth of serious
work and the emotional content
of good jazz.

•
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Got A Gripe?
Questionnaires For -Dormies
by Jack
Questionnaires will be sent
. around to dormitory students
inquiring about any grievances
they may have concerning oncampus matters. We were present at the Dorm Council meeting
when the idea was proposed by
Bill McCarty. He noted that the
function of the council is to
represent the out-of-town students who live on campus, and
see to it that their grievances
and wishes be acted on. It was
pointed out that many of the
students will not take the idea
seriously, but the general opinion was, that the majority will
fill out the forms faithfully in
order to give the council a clear
view of what they want done.
We don't know what form the
questionnaire will take, but it
will include room for special
ideas of students concerning any
they want.
A suggestion was offered that
all those students who have
some recommendations to make
concerning the cafeteria, should
see Mrs. Lappin, school dietician.

Since the beginning of last
yea1·, Operation Christ has grown
LeMoult
a good deal both in size and in
It was noted that many students organizational efficiency. At the
complain about the food but fail last meeting, which took place
to do anything about it. One two weeks ago at Mercy High
member suggested that our cafe- School, something new was tried
teria is far superior to those of and it turned out very successfully. A special session was held
larger universities.
for collegians. They had their
We noticed that only four
own speaker, their own special
members were absent and many
topic, and their own discussion
of those present took part in the
groups. The amount of interest
discussions. The council has not
shown in this new innovation
yet made any definite plans
seems to be indicative of a growabout movies, however it is ing interest in the Operation
epected that there will be the Christ movement.
usual Sunday night groupings.
Operation Christ meetings are
One person inquired about what
happens to the money which is being run a little differently from
· put in the washing and drving last year, but they remain basicmachines n the dorms; he was ally the same. After the general
referred to the direbtor of Elet talks are over, those present
break up into discussion grou11s.
hall.
Jn each of these groups there is
The dorm council is a student a panel composed of four or five
organization and therefore its students representing different
meetings are open to all dorm schools •n the Cincinnati area.
students. The proposed question-. Presiding over each panel is a
naires, if taken seriously, will be Xavier University So<lalist. After
a benefit to all dorm students. the topic for the evening is disThose who wish to "gripe" in cusse<l by the panel, it is thrown
person are welcome to attend the open to the rest of the group. The
meetings.
discussions are followed by a
short social, which ends the
meeting.

Higlily Popular Frank: Sheed
To ~peak On Inquisition
by Wayne Fehr

Xavier students have a busy convocation schedule next
week. On Monday, November 10, Mr. Frank Sheed, noted
author and publisher, will be on campus to lecture on the
Inquisition. All freshmen and sophomores are required to
attend this convocation at 1:30 p.m. in the Armory. Upper·
c1assmen are also invited to attend.
The annual Requiem Mass for
deceased benefactors, professors,
and alumni will be held on Tuesday morning, Nov. 11, in the
Fieldhouse. Attendance at this
convocation is compulsory for all
Catholic students. There w111 be
no classes on Tuesday.
On Wednesday, Nov. 12, Mr.

Operation Christ
Matures Quickly,
Cbanges Slightly

t-h-e-tr_u_t_h_s-of_t_h_e_F_a_lt_h_.-Whi--1-e
engaged in this work, he has
mounted the soap box in sueb
far-apart places as London's Hyde
Park and New York's Wasbington Square.

About three hundred high
school and college students were
in attendance for the last meeling at Mercy High. The next will
be held the evening of Nov. 16
at Mt. Notre Dame in Reading.
Another Sodality project scheduled for the near future is a day
trip to St. Mary of the Springs
College in Columbus. This will be
held on Nov. 15. The itinerary
will consist mainly of talks and
discussions on the Sodality way
of life.

BULLETIN

Juniors and Seniors must secure
written approval of the courses
they will take next semester from
Basil Clancy will address an Athe respective Departmental Adseries convocation in the Cash
Room at' l:ao p.m. His topic will in the Xavier Fall Forum series. visers of their major program
Their topic: "Common Sense in before Thanksgiving.
be "Ireland's Mission in the ·Mod- Marriage."
Seniors will then complete their
ern World."
Mr. Sheed has spoken at Xav- ROTC Juniors Promoted pre-registration by filling in the
TIMES of their courses in the
ier a number of times in recent
All ROTC juniors received ARMORY, .,.,:30-4 :30 p.m., on Monyears, with an enthusiastic recep- their individual assignments and d
.
.
ay, D ec. 1, 1958•
tion by the student body. His
Juniors will similarly complete
quick wit and wide experience promotions at Corps Day. ?rill
?n
Oct.
31.
They
ar.e
no~
divided
their
pre-registration in the AR·
make his lectures lively and inmto three categories: first ser- . MORY, 2 :30 _4:30 p.m., on Tuesteresting. His topic this year geants,
platoon sergeants, and d
D
1958.
should be of great interest to assistant platoon sergeants. The
ay, ec. 2•
'
Catholic college men who will cadets who were assigned to the
Before reportl11g to the Armory,
often be called upon to justify highest positions (first sergeants) it is desirable for each Junior aml
the Church's part in the infamous are as follows: William Becker, Senior to work out a TENTAInquisition.
John Dobrozsi, Dale Kopinski, TIVE TRIAL SCHEDULE . of
Mr. Sheed, president of the Edgar Kuntz, Natale Maratea, cou1·ses. NOTE that this prehmpublishing house of Sheed and Wilbur Miller, Edward Monto- inary Trial Schedule can only be
Ward, has written a number of vani, and Gerald Simon. These '!ENTATIVE because enrollment
books, the best known being men received .these positions 1n each course is limited by the
"Theology and Sanity" and "So- based on their performance on capacity of the class.
ciety and Sanity." He is also a· the drill field. Also this was the
Hence, on Dec. 1 and 2, upper
syndicated columnist in many first day that the junior cadets classmen must record their names
Catholic newspapers.· Amon g appeared in their new uniforms, on the Class List of each course
other awards, he has received an having received them on Wed- for which they pre-reg~ster in the
honorary Doctorate from the nesday, Oct. 29.
Armory.
University of Louvain in Belgium.
ATTENTION
Mr. Sheed has done a good GROUP-TRAVEL ORGANIZERS
deal of work In the Catholic EviOrganizing a group tour to Europe
dence Guild, an unusual organior
South America or Hawaii?
sation of Catholic laymen who
You may save money on your
preach on street eorners about
program by consulting our Group
Service Department before fl·
nallzing your plans. Americans
Abroad, Inc. designs low eost
lUneraries for collere organized
ITALIAN. AND AMERICAN
groups and wlll be happy to give
l'OOD
you a free estimate on 7our
travel arrangements.
IAI llONTGOMDY all.
Write today for complete InforI lllnatel l'Nm X.Tllr
mation. No obll1atlon, of coune.
606 J'ine St.
AMERICANS
ABROAD,
INC.
<One Bloek Boatla of Dua>
PArkwa1 1-13'1
221 Commonwealth Bldr.
2018 East lOZ
Cleveland 6, Oblo
Mr. Sheed will speak again on
Monday evening at 8:15 p.m. in
the Armory, when he and his
wife, Maisie Ward, will appear

--

--

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*

• •

••

Council A live
Dance Prices, Blazers Disputed
by Bob Simpson

A day which began under
rather calm circumstances turned
out to be quite hectic for the
members of Student Council.
Business progressed rather rapidly till two topics, a request by
the Pershing Rifles Club and a
Judicial Board report, w ere
brought to the floor.
Ken Schneider opened the
meeting, the minutes were read,
the President's report was given,
and George Haas succeeded in
having Student .Council back the
sale of the Senior Mark of Distinction. Then the fun began.
Bill Mountel, president of
Pershing Rifles, requested that
his organization be allowed to
increase the price of the forthcoming Friday night armory
dance from $.50 to $1.00. Mountel said that the P.R.'s reason for
this was that Clyde Trask's Orchestra had been hired for the
night and door' prizes had been
purchased. In preparing for this
dance, Mr. Mountel said that his
organization had assumed that

they would be required by Council to furnish the type e>f band as
had been required for the first
four dances. With the requiren1ents of Council for those dances
in mind, the Pershing Rifles
arranged for a band similar to
the first four bands. After
lengthy debate, Mr. Mounters
request was denied. The question
of whether to raise the price
from that of $.50, which was the
price of the 5th Armory affair,
to $1.00 was the sore point of the
argument.
Things did not quiet down after
the Pershing Rifle organization
matter was settled. Judicial Board
Chic! . Justice Jim Foster presented the findings and rulings
of his group on the Sophomore
Class Blazer dispute. A complication arose over the wording of
Mr. Odoardi's motion. An argument and a debate more lengthy
than the previous one ensued.
Mr. Foster's report was finally
rejected. Mr. Odoardi eventually
withdrew his appeal.

Spirituals, Broadivay flits
Availnble Noiv On Clef J{elease
by Tom Cahill, News Associate Editor
For the past two years it has
been customary for the Clef
Club to record their final performance at the annual Spring
Concert and Dance. Up until
now, much to. the disappointment
of many students, the records
have been available only to
members of the Clef Club and
therefore they have been somewhat in the class with a collector's item. However, a supply of
last year's long playing record
is now being made available to
the Student Body on a first come
first served basis. Anyone who
has heard the record will vouch
to the fact that it certainly would
enhance any record collection.
And the price of $3.00 for a
twelve inch long playing record
can't be beat.
A varied selection of songs
from the Broadway hits "Oklahoma" and "The King and I"
highlight this particular record.
In addition there are sacred

songs, a group of Negro spirituals,
and a musical arrangement of
"Give Me Your Tired" based on
the inscription on the Statue of
Liberty in New York harbor.
The record can be purchased
in a number of ways. Those
interested can contact Fr. Wheeler, the moderator or Jim Mooney,
the president of the Clef Club.
Or if they prefer they can sim·
ply leave their names at the
Hinkle Hall switchboard.
Diligent practice still persists
at the twice weekly rehearsals as
the concert season draws closer.
Among the memorable tunes on
the program this year are medleys from "The Music Man" and
"Carousel." And particularly
stimulating is a spiritual entitled "The Animals Are Coming." Then for a third change of
pace, the club is preparing an
invigorating version of a Swedish
marching song.

For Meals at Home •••
For Lunches at Work or School ..•

-~,&~-. . .
HOMOGENIZED MILK
(with Vitamin D)

QUALITY v' CHEKD
IQ CREAM

They can't be beat as Healthful food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-0880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

~ ""'" ~.

.• I

IET1llt DAllY l'IODUCTS y a IMI

~~I "ltl.'CMl,.no.mor•touuthebeetr•

SPRING SEMESTER 1959
IN VIENNA: $1195
Spend 5Va months in Europe. Attend the English·
tough! courses ot tho University of Vienno. Trovel
on 3 integroted Study Tours through 8 countriea
of Europe. Students live in Austrian homes. Price
includes oceon transportation, room, boord, tui·
lion and trove!. Group sails Feb. 10, 1959, on
the Ryndam.
Applicotion deadline: December 10, 1958
Writo today for free brochure.

INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES
35 EAST WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 1, ILL.
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Three-Game WinJ'. ·.Streak
Goal
In
T.U.
Bout
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d
by laek Gardner
For a morale booster there is
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m te1·ms of a three-game wmmng
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Musk1·es

OrtVar

Ranke'~
U

Fifth•'
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with Toledo on the Rockets' home
.
.
field tomorrow night. The Mus·
News Sports Editor
k ies
. · are h'igh , an d who wouldn't
"This is a big hard-driving, team tot put
h all ,,other Cinderella
be, after holding Dayton and high-scoring unit" is typical of teams o s ame.
FOOTBALL BASKETBALL AND SPOT CARDSMarshall, their last two oppo- the praise that the 1958 edition
This is the season of football's swan song and basketball's nents, to an avel'age of 50 ya1·ds of Dell Basketball Magazine·
inroads' when sunshine turns to rain, the leaves drop from on the ground and three points heaps on this winter's Xavier.
the tre~s and students are arrested for peddling point cards. per game.
cagers. The Musketeers are rated
Xavier's resurgent gridders, inspired to two consecutive
by Del·l the nation's number five
In
Toledo
the
Muskies
will
face
victories by the greybeard quarterback "~app;v" La!le, are a very light team, as college foot.- quintet, behind UC, Kansas State,
set to launch the Toledo Rockets on their fifth. fh.ght to ball goes. Their line will average Notre Dame and St. John's.
Losers' Land. The cagers of Jim McCafferty, the nat~on;s no. 5 202
The Muskies, who have games
at its heaviest. Their
college basketball tea~ a~cordin~ t<;> Dell n:iagazme s pre- backspounds
carded
with two of the top four,
are also light but oftenseason estimate are dribblmg daily m the Fieldhouse. And times very
explosive. However, UC and Notre Dame, in addition
up in Ann Arbor, authorities are .pas~ing criminal .tags on both should do little against Xav- boast an All-American in 6-2
seven Michicran -students for engagmg m an occupation that ier's
Hank Stein. Co-Captain Stein is
powerful forward waJJ.
no other Midwest police department seems to givt' a hoot
a . member of Dell's third AllFine Guards
about.
Amercan team.
Forward and co-captain Joe
On Oct. 28 two University of Michigan athletic stars were
The Rocket line will feature a
arrested with five other undergrads in a police crackd?wn on pair of fine guards in John Par- Viviano ranks as one of the Midfootball ·card passing. The arrests, oddly _e~ough, stlr~ed a toulis and Captain Jim Cameron. west's outstanding forwards in
hornets' nest of publicity that probably won. t cease until the Cameron is considered one of the this thorough appl'aisal of the
students are tried and found innocent or guilty.
finest linemen in Toledo history. '58-'59 Xavier ball club.
Dell features the Musketeers
What is the reason for the unwarranted aura of publicity
Toledo also has a standout end as a team in a two-page feature
surrounding the affair? Was it that Lt. Detective Stauch and in Frank Haladick. The 6·4 sophhis fellow officers were unaware that each fall football cards omore has hauled in 15 passes for entitled "The Xavier StoryJoe Viviano
nearly supplant Bridge a~d beer-dri.nking ~s the no ..1 campus some 200 yards this year and· Zanier Than Cinderella's." XavAll-Midwest
sport, and that no one ism the habit of domg anything about looms as the man with whom de· ier, they say, is a "Cinderella
it? Unaware or not, they set a precedent that made red the fensive backs will have to keep
face of many another gendarme.
in close contact.
That the two Wolverine athletes should become martyrs
Toledo's pony backfield will
to the cause of football card playing doesn:t seem fair. Cards sport a couple of speedster halfare passed everywhere. What's more, they're nothing new. backs in Eddie Wright and Occie
by Joe Petrocelli
·
Back in 1938, a pretty little nurse put a baby bottle in my Burt who stand 5-'1 and 5-9 reJust like the faithful mailman, the Musketeers· delivered
one hand, a card in the other and told me th11t Alabama looked spectively. Burt is probably the
good.
main cog in the Rockets' offen- the mail in the rain. Coach Mick Co:r.molly's "Mudders" scored
Who am I to say that the cards are not illega.l? All I" am sive wheel with his better thllll a 14-6 victory over Marshall at Hun~mgton, W. ya., last.Satursaying is that the newspapers overplayed the issue. They five yards per carry average day sloshing their way to a win w1thout the aid of raincoats
and' umbrellas to even their season record at 4-4.
branded- the occupation "nefarious," the students "gamolers" throughout the season.
and "booki.es,'' and the incident just one more instance of how
Quarterback Ralph ~ane fished Terry Meyer. Outdistancing the
At fullback is Norm Billingslea, into his w~t bag of tricks ~o help defense, Meyer snagged the pigthe morals of American college students can be corrupted by
leading ground-gainer as a soph the Mus~1es reel ?~f their two skin and crossed the goal tor the
the greed for gold.
The one unusual facet of the situation was the arrest last year who has been hampered scores. With XU trailing 6-2, Lane score which put the game on ice.
itself. Perhaps the great publicity was due to the shock of by injuries this year. At quarter- engineered a 65-yard march, to
Praise was high for Lane, who
back stand Ray Stoltz and Jini
someone actually being arrested for the offense.
make the score 8-6. After usmg sustained a black eye while leadThen again, maybe the boys just weren't paying off and Heffernan, who divide the sixty power pla:y:s all the way, Lane ing the Muskies from behind.
deserved their end. Rightly therefore was Michigan, that den minutes.
sent Faust Coyle around end for Lane attributed his passing recLast year Toledo won five of
of money-changers, swept clean by the lawman's ire.
the TD.
ord for the day (one for four) to
their nine games and graduated
Pass Play Clicks
the fact that he could only see
only six lettermen. Consequently,
A daring maneuver provided out of one eye.
the Rocket watchers were filled
the clincher in the win when Goings, DelConte Lead Defense
with optimism. But, as In the case Lane splashed back from bis own
Ends John Silvati and Warren
of l\larshall, this optimls.m led
24 and flipped a long pass to Montgomery added two points to
only to disappointment as Toledo
by Andy Warren
the cause when they captured
has dropped four of seven conMarshall safety Paul Miller in
Gridiron glory came the hard way to the two seniors tests. against mediocre opposition.
the end zone in the first quarter.
featured in this article. Both had to overcome the handicap
Xavier and Toledo have met
· Russ Goings and Art DelConte
of comparatively small stature for college football and both two common opponents in Marwere cited for their line play.
had to rely on large doses of guts and desire to get the shall and Ke.nt State, both of
job done.
These senior stalwarts turned in
which have soundly beaten the
Jim Wessel, a 5-10, 164-pound
their usual steady all-around perRockets. Xavier's lifetime series
speed merchant from nearby points, has a team-leading 4.8 with the Rockets has resulted in
formance and led the Muskies
Ross Township, finally earned a average per carry in 25 totes, five victories and one defeat.
defensively.
starting berth this year after two and is tied for the punting lead- With everything taken into conyears of running with the second ership with Ralph Lane with a sideration, the Muskie defense
40-yard average per boot, al- should have another field day as
·and third units.
Wessel's only moment of glory though he has missed the last the Musketeers glide to their fifth
until this season came last year two games with an injury.
vietory of the 1958 season.
Jim's most outstanding performance this· season came in the
Xavier's young yearlings will
Miami game, when he scored two
attempt to tie a school record
touchdowns and rolled up 90
when .they :take on the Marshall
· yards in 15 carries.
freshmen today at Corcoran Field
Most Improved
at 3 p.m.
Joe Jordan's story adheres
Possessors of an eight-game
even more to the rags-to-riches
winning skein over the last three
line. An u;1known quantity as a
years, the junior Muskies will try
third-team halfback last season,
to match the nine-game mark set
Jordan, who stands 5-9 and
by the varsity squads of 1926 and
weighs 160, got his chance in the
1927.
Cincinnati game. He didn't disCoach Ed Biles stated that the
tinguish himself but showed he
team must produce an all-out decould hold his own.
fensive effort to contain the
When Faust Coyle moved back
Greenies, who have one of the
to right half late in the season,
best freshman squads ever asJoe moved up to the second team
sembled at the Huntington school.
as fullback. In the Toledo and
Ralph Lane
Jn two l'ames Manball has de·
Kentucky games, he rolled up 121
teated Cincinnati's frosh 22-20
yards in 23 ca1·ries.
Marshall Game
and tied the Ohio VnJversltY
After Jocko Serieka was . inJoe Jordan
Playing most of the game with frosh 28-28. The Muskies take on
jured
early
in
the
Kentucky
Jim Wessel
Rags To Riches
a swollen left eye, Ralph Lane Ohio U. In the season finale at
game, Joe took over and gained
Speed Merchant
engineered a 85-yard TD drive Athens, O. next Friday.
in the Kent State game, when 65 yards in 13 attempts. For his
and completed a '16-yard pus
he collaborated with Jerry Cas- outstanding progress in such a 3.1 lyards per carry.
OnJy casualty in the XU camp
pJay for another score to lead is starting fullback Tom Clar~,
per on a 98-yard pass play, the short time, Joe was awarded the
A graduate of Toledo's Central the Muskies to a H-6 comeback
longest in college football last "Most Improved Player" award
Catholic High, Joe is majoring win over Marshall. Owner of an hobbled by a tendon injury to his
season,
knee suffered in the Miami fray.
at the football banquet. His 88 in Political Science and is an
excellent Ions pass, Ralph hu End Tom Walkiewicz, out for a
Scorln1 Leader
minutes were not enough for a honor student. He hopes to besilenced many of his . de&raeton
At this writing, Wessel leads letter, however.
come a lawyer and will probably by &urnJn1 In two eomeeu&Jve week, has returned but may not
regain his starting slot from Allen
the team in scoring with 22
This season Joe is averaging enter law school after graduation.
ou'8tandln1 1amn.
Smith.

Lane-Led Muskies Master
Marshall On 76-·.Ytird Pass

Small Stature No Handicap
To ·Jim Wessel, Joe Jordan

MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK

Frosh Footballers
Try For No. Nine;
Vs. ToughMarshall
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lrori Man Faust Coyle
Coaches Deeb, Williams Tutor XU Linemen
O'Danlel, News Asst. Sports Editor
Racks Up Y arda.ge, illinutes SharingbytheHapspotlight
this week are two firm believers
by Tom Kall

in the axiom that football games are won or lost in the lineXU assistant coaches Norman Deeb and Ron Williams.
Deeb, a ten-year man in the

This season has been a hectic one for Coach Mick Connolly
as far as his backfield is concerned. He has started no less coaching profession, is in his first
than six different backfield combinations since the season season as XU line coach. The restarted.
sults of his tutelage are borne out

The reason for this unorthodox
procedure is the rash of injuries
that has struck five of Xavier's
backs at various times throughout the year. There is one player,
however, who has been a consistent backfield threat for the
Muskies all season long. William
Faust Coyle is the man.·
Double-Duty Performf!r
Coyle, a two-year letterman,
started the season as the Muskies' starting right halfback but
switched to fullback after Jock1J
Serieka was injured in the first
game, filling in ably until Serieka
regained his starting status in the
Dayton game.
Faust has been exiremely valuable to the Xavier team this
season because of his pass receiving and his hard running, especially from the halfback spot. He
prefers to play halfback, where
he is able to utilize fully his
speed and broken-field running.
New Jersey Native
A native of New Brunswick,
New Jersey, Coyle prepped at
Highland Park High School,
where he won the outstanding
athlete award. A four-letter man,
he won all-state honors in football and baseball.
Faust acquired his nickname
"Do_c" in his freshman year. His

Scrubs Finally Topped,
Yet Retain League Lead
Leprechauns accomplished
Monday what no other team in
the XU Bowling League had
been able to do--beat the Scrubs.
Scrubs still held on to first
place, however, as the FourBaggers, only one game out a
week ago, dropped three games
to Ball-Busters to fall into a
four-way tie for second with
Bridesmaids, Four Duds and
Dorm-Hops. Four Duds and
Dorm-Hops also swept Monday.
CampbeJI High
Bill Campbell rolled a 234578 to take honors for both high
game and series. Other noteworthy scores were posted by
Jim Dusablon (212-566), Jerry
Lukowitz (200-507), Clay Schnetzer (207-503), Bob Seery ( 172496) and Tim McGhee (188453).

by the fact that the Muskies' defensive line has held opponents
to an average of 93 yards rushing
per game.
A native of Shelbyville, Ky.,

Coach WUllams
Deeb was a standout tackle at
Eastern Kentucky in 1940-41 and
1946, with the years 1943-1946
spent in the Army. He graduated
in 1947 with a B.S. in Phys. Ed.

Norm's first coaching post was
as assistant line mentor at Bullis
Prep in Silver Springs, Md. in
1949. Bullis went to (and won)
the Beach Bowl at Daytona
Beach, Fla. that year after being
recommended by Aquinas High
of Rochester, N.Y., which defeated
Bullis during the regular season.
Aquinas was coached by one
Harry W. Connolly.
Deeb held coaching posts at
Shelbyville from 1951-55, where
he helped produce an undefeated
eleven in 1955, and as head coach
at Bellevue, Ky. in 1956 and 1957
before coming here. He is presently pursuing a Master's degree
in Education in the XU Graduate
School.
Cincinnati Native
· The all-important job of teaching incoming frosh the XU offense and defense falls to freshman line coach Ron Williams,
who is in his second season of
tutoring yearling lineman.
Williams earned three football
letters at St. Xavier, lettering as
a freshman, but transferred to
Purcell his senior year and could
not play. He graduated in 1947.

Coach Deeb
After one year at Eastern Kentucky, Ron spent .two years in St.
Gregory Seminary before coming
to Xavier in 1950. He lettered as
a defensive end in 1952 and graduated in 1953 with an A.B. degree
in English.
After one year as assistant, Ron
was promoted to the head coaching post at McNicholas High in.
1954 and produced an undefeated
team in 1955. His team defeated
Woodward, coached at that time
by Ed Biles.
Williams resigned in 1956 to
take a position as an agent with
New York Life Insurance, but
returned to the coaching ranks
in 1957 in his present position.

Engl/sh: MUSICAL COMEDY
ABOUT A LUCKY SMOKER

s

Thlnkllah lranalaflon: Kudos to the

new hit Smoklahoma! Plot: boy meets
cigarette, boy likes cigarette. Lucky
Strike was convincing as the cigarette, displaying honest good taste
from beginning to end. The end?
We'll tell you thismuch: it's glowing.

roommate, Jack Paris, tagged hint
"Doc" after the character in the
play, "Doctor Faustus."
Coyle is now working for a
degree in Business Administration. His future concerns a young
lady from New Jersey, Miss Joyce
Anderson, his fiancee. He hopes
to enter the insurance business
in New Jersey, unless opportunity knocks first in Cincinnati.

SPEAK THIN KLISH I

MAKE •25

Just put two words together to form a new
one. Thinklish is so easy you'll thfnk of
dozens of new words in seconds! We'll pay
$25 each for the hundreds of Thinklish words
judged beat-and we'll feature many in our
college ads. Send your Thinklish words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your name,
add.!_ess, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
CblU A Spa1be&U,
Wltb Beau, Cbene uu1 Onlom
Co11e1 lllalldl - I for II#
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LET'S
ARGUE
bJ .Jim Wisp
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
There is nothing quite so unnerving as to meet a person who
speaks English, says he is a
Christian, has gone to college
without adopting _Zen Buddhism,
and is against sin in general, and
then to find that he disagrees
diametrically with you on a point
that both of you consider basic
to a Christian ethic.
"How can you say that 'everyone knows' something to be true
when many people believe another thing?"

Not Exceptions
In truth, such people are the
rule, rather than the exception.
You do not meet them, usually,
while attending school, as your
acquaintances are almost as a
mathematical function of your
place of education limited to
men who believe approximately
what you do. But when you
encounter a person who disagrees
with you, and does so for reasons
which flow in strict logic from
premises which are different
from yours, it is like meeting a
person who speaks another language. Even with the philosophy
translated into English, for instance, how can we comprehend
the tradition of the medieval
Samurai which led thousands of
young Japenese men to lend their
last breaths to the "divine wind"
which was Japan's last ditch defense in 1944-the deadly Kamikaze? And similarly when one
meets one whose premises are
different from ours, to attempt
to answer the argument or even
to understand the position without dealing with the premises is
to argue in two different languages, as effective as treating a
brain tumor with anethesia.
I recently encountered a young
man, a medical· student, who
operates upon an interesting
premise in his philosophy;
roughly paraphrased it comes to
this: when, for causes beyond
the individual's control, it becomes impossible to attain the
ultimate goal of an act ,all
obligation to continue the act
ceases. In other words, to use
scholastic terms, when the attainment of the final cause 's
permanently frustrated, the pur. suit of the act becomes an irrationality. Literally, it becomes
"purposeless."

Goals of Marriage
What can we say when a philosophy like this is applied to
marriage and divorce? I have my
personal reasons for disagreeing
with the process of the subsequent argument, but I will .give
it to you as it was given to me.
What is your answer?
"It's obvious that the two
goals of marriage are the pro-

811mrin1'1 Ph1r•11y
The Drug Store Closes& To
Xavier Unive1"1it11
MElrose 1·3708.
3618 Montromel'J' Road
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LAUNDRY
3818 Mon&1ome17 Road

EVANSTON
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A Few Bloeb Nor&b
OfTbe Don11
Baebelor &eme.·
Plaft D11 .Bundi•
t BOUR BDVICB

creation and rearing of children,
and the companionship and mutual help that a husband and wife
can give to each other. That
your Church recggnizes this is
seen in the fact that she regards
impotency as an impediment to a
marriage even existing. But I
feel that this may legitimatel,Y
be further extended, over the
course ,of an entire marriage.
"Look: what if one or the
other partner in the marriage
becomes incurably insane during
the course of the marriage? It'"
sad, you say, almost an act of
God. But what about the marriage? Can they have more
children? Probably not. Can they
rear th"' ones they have? Only in
the absence of the afflicted partner. Are they a help or comfort
to each other? Can they even
live together? Probably not-the
ill spouse can only grieve the
other, and the attempts of the
other to aid th~ ill one's condition will in all probability be
useless, not even 'getting through'
to the person. The Church permits and even encourages the
internment of the mentally disturbed party in a hospital where
he or she will receive proper
care and be prevented from
warping the lives of the rest of
the family more than is unavoidable. My belief is that in such
a case, since the goals of the
marriage are permanently frustrated through no fault of either
party, the mar-riage ceases to
exist. Actually, to persist in
maintaining the contract in name
only is the ultima·te irrationality
of which man is capable-to do
something self-damaging for no
purpose."·

Marital Disasters
A little prognosis of this posi·
tion will reveal that it extends
itself not only to other disasters .
in the married state, but to
otl~er situations in life-a 'religious leaving the order, a soldler
deserting under fire, even a
student cheating in an exam. A
corollary of this is that it does
no good to answer one situation
after another; the thing to do is
refute the premise to at least
your own satisfaction. Make no
mistake; the ability to do this
is one of the gravest difficulties
faced by man in his dealings
with man. It is· ultimately the
problem of communication. Can
you, then, as an educated man,
assimilate the other's beliefs in
such a way as to "translate" his
language into your own, to render your thoughts intelligible to
him, and finally to bring you
both to the truth?

T~ the Editor,
During freshman orientation
week many words were spent
concerning the student council
and election of class officers, and
in the following weeks two convocations were devoted to the
election of freshman class officers. The manner and method of
election was -not consistent with
the time spent on preparation.
To elect good men who will
represent the class well, the
electors have to be acquainted
with the candidates. Adequate
knowledge of the candidates cannot be acquired in four weeks on
campus, nor can it be acquired
by a three minute speech given
by the candidates. For this rea-

son freshman elections should be
held at the 1beginning of the
second semester, if possible. This
would have definite advantages:
candidates would be known
better by students, semester drop
outs would not vote, and conflict between day-hops a n d
dormies would be lessened.
I do not believe the probability
· curve can be used in' judging
election results with only 600.
voting, especially if seven or
eight ·votes separate 2 men from
class office, and these . votes are
resolved by random picking. If
elections were delayed, all votes
could be counted. If election
contiue to be held at an early
date, a man should only be able
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A cigarette is to smoke
but without flavor-you miss
the whole idea of smoking
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This observation by Mr. Grlu·
mer merits a reply from a qual·
lfied. The News will ask KeDllJ'
Schneider, Student Council President, to answer. The replJ wlll
be printed in next week's Issue.
J.D.D.

but without hands...
you miss the whole idea of a watch

Emotional Determinism

.

Reply
Ed. Note:

A watch Is to tell time

. Or must we retreat into the
lacking Catholic's ultimate ref..
uge, the unapproachable little
ghetto that might be called "emotional determinism." You have
heard the rebuttal of this ty.pe
of person, probably couched in
more skillful terms, many times.
It comes to this: "I feel that I'm
right and I feel that you're
wrong if you disagree with me,
but I don't feel that I have to
explain my position to you."

-===

to vote for three men, for the
majority of students do not
know more than three candidates.
The method of election should,
if possible, be altered in order
that the freshman class have
truly representative class officers.
Dave Grissmer '62

Up front in Winston is

I l='ILTER·BLEND I
That's why
WINSTON TASTES GOOD,

like a cigarette should!
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Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience

MUFFLERS
INSTALLED FREE
.CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER l\IAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) l\IE 1-6832
"World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"
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(Bit the Author of "Rally Round the Flaa, Bo71sl "and,

"Barefoot Bou with Cheek.")

ANYONE FOR FOOTBALL?
When Pancho Sigafoos, sophomore, pnle and sensitive, first saw
Willa Ludowic, freshman, lithe as a hazel wand and rosy as the
dawn, he hemmed not; neither did he haw. "I adore you," he
said without preliminary.
"Thanks, hey, u said W'lla, flinging her apron over her face
modestly. "What position do you play?"
"Position?" said Pancho, looking at her askance. (The
askance is a ligament just behind the car.)
"On the football team," said Willa.
"Football!" sneered Pancho, his young lip curling. "Football
is violence, and violence is the death of the mind. I um not a
football player. I am a poet!"
"So long, buster," said Willa.
"Wait!" cried Pancho, clutching her damask forearm.
She placed a foot on his pelvis and wrenched herself free.
"I only go with football players," she said, and walked, shimmering, into the gathering dusk.

Pancho went to his room and lit a cigarette and pondered his
dread dilemma. What kind of cigarette did Pancho light? Why,
Philip Morris, of corris !
Philip Morris is always welcome, but never more than when
you are sore beset. When a fellow needs a friend, when the heart
is dull 11nd the blood runs like sorµ;hum, then, then above all,
is the time for the mildness, the serenity, that only Philip Morris
can supply.
Paneho Sigafoos, his broken psyche wclclccl, his fcy~rccl br~w
cooled, his synapses restored, after smokinp; a fine Plul1p Moms,
came to a decision. Though he was a bit small for football (an
even four feet) and somewhat ovcrweiµ;ht (427 pounds), he tried
out for the team-and tl'icd out with such grit and gumption
that he made it.
· Pancho's college opened the season against the Manhattan
School of Mines, always a mettlesome foe, but strcnp;thcned
this year by four exchnnp;c students from Gibraltar who had been ·
suckled by she-apes. By the middle of the second quarter the
Miners had wrought such havoc upon Pancho's team thut there
was nobody left on the bench but Pun~l10. ~ml when. the
quarterback was sent to the infirmary with Ins head .driven
straight down into his esophagus, the couch had no ch01ce but
to put Pancho in.
Pancho's teammates were not conspicuously cheered us the
little fellow took his place in the huddle.
"Gentleman," said Pancho, "some of. you may rcp;ard poetry
as sissy stutf1 but nciw in om· most trymg hour, let us hark to
these words from Pamrlisc Lost: 'All is not lost; the unconquernble ,\.i1111nd study of l'cvenge, immortal hate, and cournge
never to submit or yield!' "
.
So stirred was Pancho's team by this fiery exhortation that
they threw themselves into the fruy w~th .utter i~hnnclon. As
n consequence, the entire squad was h0Rp1t:th~?d betor·e tl~e half.
The college was forced to drop football. \\ 11111 Lu?ow;c, not
having uny football players to choose from, took up with l nncho
and soon discovered the bcnuty of his soul. ~odny the~' are seen
everywhere-dancing, holding hands, nuzzling, smokmg.
Smoking what? Philip :Morris, of conis I
©ms M .. sbu1rusa

• •
And for 110u filter fanciers, t11e makers of Philip Morris oive
flOU a lot to like in t11e sensational ./Jlarlbor~lilter, flal!Or,
pack or bcm. Marlboro joins P/1ilip Morrl• In brin1ln1 11ou
. lhl• column throughout the school 11ear.
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The Night Side of The News
And Duty A.re One
"The Hell with you, I've got my rights!" How often .is
this tirade heard from the lips of an irate citizen. True
enough, we have many rights, some by Goel, some by the
State. The rights of:free press, free speech, free worship; the
right to vote for whom you wish, to follow the political party
of your choice, to trial by jury, to live, to marry, to procreate,
these and many more were given to you when you were born
within the confines of the United States; some were given to
you the moment you began to exist as a human being under
the jurisdiction of God. Thus we have a wealth of God-given
and State-given rights.
However, a right does not exist without a rluty, for right
and duty nre inseparable terms. One can't exist withm1t the
other. Thus, we are bound to defend our country, to use
judgement and morality in our elections, and to abstain from
immoral and unethical practlces in our presses and speeches.
So too must we obey the explicit and implicit commands of
God before we are worthy of our natural rights of existence,
procreation, nnd acceptance to the Beatific Vision.
All too often the inhabitants of the United States neglect
their duties and only assert their rights. This is a major cause
of crime and immorality. Therefore, before you begin to assert
your rights, stop and recollect if you have observed your
duties. When the correlatives of right and duty are utili?.ed in
the proper perspective, freedom is the result. This is the only
way, for life without freedom is death.

XILES
To Dance
Sat11rday

The XILES of the Evening
College will be swinging their
partners at the Square Dance
Saturday night in the EC gym
from a to 12 p.m. Andy Kleitsch
will do the calling. Mary Lee
Loch, chairman of the dance
committee, has planned an evening of fun for all. The committee will be at work tonight
and tomorrow with last-minute
arrangements.
New Cheerleaders
To Be Announced
Last Sunday, six cheerleader
candidates tried out at the Evc. ning College. They were Deirdre
Dorsel, Marcia Logsdon, Mary
Lee Loch, Maryhelen Cannon,
Bette Greulich, and Marilyn
Marrs. The judges were Dean
Walker, Father McCarthy, William Mason, and Toin Pastel. The
two winning candidates will be
announced Saturday night at the
by Mr. Donald Kramer
Square Dance. They will join
When you go to bed tonight, have a chance." Thinking fur. ranks with Lois Molique, Kathy
stop for a minute to think about ther, you conceive of how society McCarthy, Dottie Lohr, and Diana
what's going on in the world maintains class distinction. These Pellillo, the present cheerleaders.
away from the quiet of your children don't have a chance to
neighborhood where you and come near you in culture and
r .",.,...~ ...,. ·"'"""""''.::~~ your neiahbors understanding. They aTe memi ~~:;?, .~{;~:'.:t:-:~l are . abo~t to bers of an unchanging social class
' ·
'
·
give in to sleep, and will be able to advance only
by Jerry Lobmueller
exhausted from to the limits of that class. I think
t h e everyday few of them in these circtimNearly four hundred industries
pbysical a n d stances ever come close to reach- and businesses are represented
mental s·train ing the maximum level possible by Xavier Evening Students.
of a h i g h 1 y for them to reach. This, too, is While over half of these are
competitive food for thought. Ask yourself represented by only one indivlife.
what can be done about it and ual, the number of students from
Life still goes see what solution you are able some firms is quite impressive.
on In the city to present. You will undoubtedly
Mr. Kramer
General Electric leads the pack
though most of its dwellers Ile have ·to admit that it is a problem by offering 63 members to the
still in the arms of Morpheus. the solution to which is quite student body. Proctor and Gamble
keeps 47 of our students occupied
There are others who are work· illusive.
I cite kindness and understand- during the day, while Cincinnati
Ing and playing, traveling and
wandering, scheming and com· Ing and occasional financial aid Gas & Electric employs 25. First
mitting crimes against society.
as partial solution. Do any of you National Bank numbers 23, WestMany of these "night-lifers" have other Ideas? Please put your ern-Southern Life 20, Kroger Co.
are such because of necessity suggestions in my- box in the 1'7, National Lead 15, and Ford
rather than of choice, but an Evening College Office. I'm try. Motor Co. 14.
equal percentage of them are Ing to project some of the
Yet why do these companies
such by their own doing. The thoughts 1 · get while working In have such a large number of
prostitute, the alcoholic, the pan- the city, with and for its people. students in their body? The main
derer, the gambler, - and the My thoughts are based mainly on reason is that most of these
thief-all, at some time or an- observation and partly on con- 'larger firms demand that one
otber, chose to place themsi!lves jecture. If you have thoughts ol have a college degree or certifiin the role of the "night-lifer" your own on what I write or cate before the individual can
plying his or her trade, or fulfill· other, won't you kindly exchange advance to a higher position. This
ing his or her desire or obsession. them with me?
is not so true with some of the
Free choice on the part of these
other companies where the perpeople, 1 believe, without judging ll'imll•lll•1111•1111•1111•111•rn•111•1111•1111•1 son can advance more on his
individual merits rather then 1n
them, must constitute a sin of
Club Funds L O W ?
one degree or another; so won't Get the Gang Together and G 0 ! the supposed qualifying degree,
you remember them In your
which in some cases hinders a
prayers? Ask God to forgive them
good worker from developing
ICE SKATING
and thank God for His graces to
into a valuable employee. Too
you, remembering: "but for the
many of our larger concerns
at
grace of God there go I."
have a inane desire for a stereoConsider now the life of a child
CINCINNATI GARDEN typed college grad; however,
in or near the cil'cumstances i
this does not mean that they are
mentioned above, and you have Group rates & Fund raising Ideas not excellent firms.
Phone RE 1·8300
yourself a series of thoughts that are available.
As for the smaller firms, there
are most profound. You visualize
are many different and interesta poor baby. that "just doesn't mmt11•111mu•111•111•1111•1111•1111•1111•m•1111 ing ones Some are governmental
institutions as the FBI, Cincinnati and Hamilton Police Forces,
and the U.S. Army. Many insurance companies have their men
attending classes here. An example of these firms are: Employers
Liability, Equitable Life Insurance, and New York Life InsurThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
ance. Several transportation lines
dealing in freight and passengers
energy restoring food makes it an essential
some of their personnel at the
Evening College. Teachers also
in every student's diet.
make up a good percentage of
our students. Many are elementary instructors; yet, there are
some from various colleges.
The medical profession in the
form
of individual doctors and
WOodburn
1-2474
656 East McMillan
nurses from. different hospitals
is represented in our ranks.
(Co11tinued on Page 8)

Thought Beat

Firms Go To

X.U.E.l'.

Too -mportant To Forget--

II•. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.

'
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cal gourmet. I only hope that
"The Miser" is an indication
·cf things to come from the Xav·
(Continued from Pa1e 2)
died by Diane Kvapil, were rich, .ier Masque .Society of 1958-59.
and added immeasurably to the
show. Staging and costume nre
important, but, in the main
(Continued from .Page 2)
drama, is personalities, a quality
it.
which was in no small abundance
That eliminates most of the
in "The Miser."
intercepted passes and pile-ups
James Dusablon was Harpa1on, right there, since I am notorithe mlier In question. Jim Is a ously unlucky and always land
veteran of many Xavier plays on the "good loser" side.
and has taken a good deal of
Of course I still could giggle
leadinr parts, but, I dare say,
none so taxing as Harpa1on. The and guffaw (as the occasion
part required not only a por· demands) at the other team
trayal of an eccentric eharacter, except that there is one of
but also some fancy slapstick. "theirs" planted in a perch
The miser really took a beating. behind me waiting his chance to
I regard James Dusablon's enact· pounce on an unsuspecting gigment of Barpagon ~ one of the gler. Or else my father graduated
finest sln1le performances I have from "their" school. Or else . . .
seen at Xavier. Thomas Eckstein and so on. Besides, I hate to hit
held down the part of Cleantes, them when they're down, if they
the miser's son. Once again, he ever are. Unfortunately that
tumed In his usual flawless per- takes care of every play of every
formance. Valere was portrayed player at every football game
by Gerald Simon, whose grand· I've ever seen. And so I frown
wise style and seemingly serious at football games. And so I frown
Intent kept the audience In an at football.

Stagelights

Colleen's Corner

ROTC Offers

......,. ti
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Flight Train.ing
Program.

The Army ROTC Flight Training Program at Xavier University got underway on Tuesday,
Oct. 28, when Cadet Lieutenant
Colonel George C. Hass took the
first training flight at Lunken
Airport.
Cincinnati Aircraft, Inc. is
giving both the flight instructon and the ground school instruction. The flight program
consists of 35 hours of · ground
school instruction and 361h hours
of actual flight instruction without cost to himself. The course
is intended to enable the enrollee
to obtain ·a Civilian Pilot's
license.
Xavier's Flight program is part
of the overall ROTC Flight
Training Program of the U.S.
Army. In all there are 70 colleges and universities participating Jn the program with a
uproar. Cris Kunz, an exciting
total enrollment of 625 ROTC
newcomer to ·xavter shows, was
seniors.
Froslne. Her charm certainly
Nine ROTC seniors are en(Continued from Page 7)
enhanced the production. Mary
rolled in Xavier's flight program.
Then too, the communications They are: John M. Fleming,
Anne Martin as Elise and Sheila
Sexton as Marlane were good as arts are scattered among us in George C. Hass, Gerard J. Huber,
the endan1ered brides. The play's the manner of different news- Roger S. Linn, Joseph B. Miller,
comedy was anchored by Richard · papers and radio and TV sta- William E. Mountel, Frank T.
Vanek and Ralph Schroeder. Of tions. Thus many varied firms Peterlin, Thomas W. Schmid, and
eourse, J, Harold McBrayer, the and institutions have members Robert A. Schnee.
bulwark of Xavier eomedy, was of their personnel pursuing their
In order to enroll in the flight
there to lend his virtuosity to the individual programs in the never program the. applicant must be
part of Anselme.
ending struggle for truth and a a member of the Senior Division
better
education.
ROTC in MS IV, he must pass
There is not enough room to
an
Army flight physical examinFrom
A.C.E.
Heatlnr
and
Air
mention the remainder of the
ation,
he must take a battery of
Conclitionlng
Service
to
Zumbel
cast except that they were fine
Army flight aptitude tests, and
Box
Company
come
our
student
and added greatly to the show.
he must agree to serve in the
The ingredients were first. class body, Truly, this Is a perfect U.S. Army -for three years after
nnd were served in such a fashion cross-section of the American successfully completing the
as to delight even the most criti- business scene.
course.

EC News

Gosh frosh!·

how'd you catch on so quick? Catch
on to the fact that Coca-Cola is the
_ hep drink on campus, I mean. Always.
drink it, you say? Well-how about
dropping over to the dorm and
downing a sparkling Coke or two with
the boys. The man who's for Coke
is the man for us.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE-BUT TODAY'S rM GIVES YOU-

::;· Less tars
& oretaste
They said It couldn't be
done! Only a few years
ago, the four-minute mile
seemed unattainable. But
on May 6, 1954, the barrier
was shattered, and si nee
then, the feat has been
repeated again and again.
Last summer five men
bettered four minutes in
one race!

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERI
Change to L•M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's IlM combines these two essentials
of modem smoking enjoiment-less tars and more taste-in one great cigarette.
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LIGHT INTO THAT LIVE MODERN FLAVOR!
,.
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